Kenall’s MedMaster™ MPH is a refreshing new take on traditional headwall lighting, with a contemporary design aesthetic that reduces bulk, and an abundance of patient-centric features and options. Purposefully designed and built for healthcare applications, the MPH offers:

- Delivered lumen range: 1,499 – 6,652 lm
- Input Power: 25 – 95 W
- Efficacy: 60 – 70 lm/W
- Multiple functions, including ambient, exam and reading lights
- Uplight and/or downlight
- Your choice of amber or 2700K night light
- Sleek design for easy wipedown; anti-microbial finish & NSF2 rating
- Order with low voltage controller and dimming option for ultimate patient control
- Indigo-Clean single-mode, visible light disinfection technology (optional)

Available in 2’, 3’, and 4’ lengths